You Walk on the Ceiling of an Unknown Universe

“Carbon Nation Conversations” hosted by Carbon Nation Director and Producer Peter Byck

Healthy soils hold the key to clean and abundant water, nutrition-dense food, and possibly slowing climate change. Carbon is the gatekeeper. Join us for a wide-ranging conversation with ranching and soil experts, as they discuss the new frontier of soil, climate, and carbon.
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Peter Byck is the host of a new lecture series offered by ASU’s Global Institute of Sustainability. Carbon Nation Conversations is a climate change solution conversation [that doesn’t even care if you believe in climate change]. Byck is also the director, producer and writer of Carbon Nation,” a climate change solutions movie.

Tuesday, January 14, 2014  
12:00 - 1:30 p.m.  
Wrigley Hall, Room 481  
Lunch will be provided.

RSVP: sustainabilityevents@asu.edu

This event is additionally sponsored by ASU Art Museum and Institute for Humanities Research as part of the Arts & Humanities in Sustainability Series